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1 he romance between the behavioral sciences 

and leadership has lasted almost a century. 

It’s difficult to compress the 3,000 investiga- 

tions it has produced into a few pages without 

some distortion, but it is possible to observe 

how the relationship has developed by look- 

ing at it in three phases. First, there were at- 

tempts to identify individual characteristics 

of successful leaders. Next came the leader- 

ship behavior phase focusing on what suc- 

cessful leaders do rather than who they are. 

Now, having dismissed the idea that success- 

ful leaders perform in the same way all of the 

time, a number of scholars and practitioners 

are focusing on situational contingencies. 

These different perspectives on what 

makes leaders effective may be captured in a 

four-celled table (see Exhibit 1). Cell 1 

represents the perspective of those who have 

searched, often in vain, for the special in- 

56 dividual characteristics that separate effective 

leaders from everyone else. On demand, most 

of us can paint a picture of our image of an 

effective leader-which helps explain the 

early and persistent commitment to this 

quest. Right or wrong, people intuitively ac- 

cept the idea that there is a definite cluster of 

personal characteristics associated with effec- 

tive leadership. 

Unfortunately, most of the evidence 

supporting the existence of such characteris- 

tics must be labeled moot. Scores of studies 

have been conducted. Researchers have com- 

pared bishops and clergy, insurance execu- 

tives and policy holders, military officers and 

recent recruits. They have examined people 

whose careers boomed and those whose 

careers “went bust.” They have studied old 

and young, men and women -all in a wide 

variety of organizational settings. Despite all 

this work, the most optimistic claim possible 

is that consistent evidence of individual char- 



acteristics that cause effective leadership has 

not yet emerged (Hollander, 1985). 

One possible reason that success 

has eluded the seekers of these characteristics 

is that, to be effective, leaders may need to 

possess different personal characteristics in 

different situations. Cell 2 of the four-celled 

table captures this idea, which receives its 

fullest expression in the work of Fred Fiedler. 

Fiedler claims that leadership effectiveness 

is determined by the interaction between a sit- 

uation’s favorability and the leader’s motiva- 

tional orientation (that is, whether the per- 

son’s primary motivation is the achievement 

of task objectives or the maintenance of close, 

interpersonal relationships). Situational favor- 

ability is determined by (1) subordinate sup- 

port for a leader, (2) the clarity of task struc- 

ture, and (3) a leader’s power. A favorable 

situation is created by a high degree of subor- 

dinate support, task clarity, and leadership 

power. However, Fiedler also contends that 

leaders who are primarily motivated to 

achieve task objectives perform best under ei- 

ther very favorable or very unfavorable con- 

ditions. On the other hand, leaders whose 

primary motivation is to maintain close inter- 

personal relationships perform best in situa- 

tions of moderate favorability. 

His contention is neither unambigu- 

ously supported nor universally accepted. In- 

deed, heated scholarly debates about his re- 

search designs, statistical analyses, and 

conceptual clarity have consumed pages of 

professional, academically oriented journals. 

Moreover, when applied to organizations, 

Fiedler’s ideas present certain practical prob- 

lems. For example, if leaders possessing cer- 

tain personality characteristics m-e better 

suited to particular situations, then organiza- 

tions should be busily assessing these charac- 

teristics and matching the “right” person to 

the “right” job conditions. In an ideal world, 

this could be accomplished either by selecting 

people or by shaping job conditions. In the 

real world, however, with its surplus of bud- 

get problems and politics, neither of these or- 

ganizational choices is free of hazard or con- 

straint. Even if selection or shaping were 

feasible options, it is unreasonable to suppose 

that situational favorability is constant. On 

the contrary, change often seems to be the 

only constant in organization life. Thus mul- 

tifaceted, changing organizational conditions 

represent a serious obstacle to the use of this 

approach. 

The practical problems raised by 

Fiedler’s approach are avoided by members of 

Cell 3, who reject the idea that effective 

leadership is a consequence of matching per- 

sonality and circumstance. In fact, they 

would argue that focusing on personality at 

all is a mistake. Instead, they propose that ef- 

fective leadership results from certain pat- 

terns of behavior or leadership styles that are 

not fixed by disposition. 

Douglas McGregor’s Theory Y 

leadership is an example of a Cell 3 approach. 

Other examples are Rensis Likert’s System 4, 

Chris Argyris’s Model 2, and Robert Blake 

and Jane Mouton’s 9,9 position on their 

Managerial Grid@. Although the views of 

these scholar-practitioners differ somewhat, 

they all possess an affinity for the idea that 

the most effective leaders are participative 

and democratic and that they exhibit a 

balanced concern for both relationships and 

tasks. Controlling, autocratic leadership, or an 

emphasis on tasks to the exclusion of rela- 

tionships, is often used as counterpoint by 

these theorists to illustrate less effective 

leadership. Their general rejection of more 

autocratic, controlling styles occasionally 

brings Cell 3 people into conflict with those 

in Cell 4. 

People in Cell 4, like those in Cell 3, 

subscribe to the idea that effective leaders 

possess no unique set of individual traits. But, 

in contrast with occupants of Cell 3, they be- 

lieve that no single style of leadership be- 57 



Exhibit 1 

FOUR PERSPECTIVES ON 

LEADERSHIP EFFECTIVENESS 

Stable 

Contingent 

Personality 

1. Trait 

Theories 

2. Trait/Situation 

Match 

Behavior 

3. Leadership Style 

Theories 

4. Leadership Style/ 

Situation Match 

havior is always successful. Rather, they pro- 

pose that the effectiveness of any style of 

leader behavior is contingent on surrounding 

situational conditions-and that the Same be- 

havior will not be successful under all condi- 

tions. Our studies focus on the theories and 

models in this cell and the prescriptions they 

provide describing how leaders should be- 

have when they find themselves in different 

situations. 

CONTINGENT LEADERSHIP BEHAVIOR 

Theories dictating how leaders should behave 

under a variety of circumstances are gener- 

ally based on extrapolations from social 

science research. In all cases, the prescrip- 

tions require the leader to scrutinize the situa- 

tion and assess particular aspects of it. Such 

rational diagnoses, if conducted with care 

and precision, are thought to enable max- 

imally effective leadership behavior. But be- 

ing an effective leader depends not only on 

the concrete results of one’s behavior, but also 

on its impact on others. Leadership actions 

that are objectively “correct” may be seen 

quite differently by others at work and ulti- 

mately have a negative effect on the way that 

leader is viewed. In short, acting in accor- 

dance with prescription may, under some cir- 

58 cumstances, be self-defeating. Such actions 

could, in fact, be damaging to one’s image 

and reputation. 

Why might this occur? First, there is 

no reason to believe that people intuitively 

endorse the leadership prescriptions inherent 

in these theories. In fact, several of these the- 

ories are interesting precisely because they 

are not at all intuitively obvious. Second, even 

if people do generally concur with the theory 

and its prescriptions, they are unlikely to have 

information identical to that of the leader in 

a given problem situation. Even if they do, 

they may interpret it differently and thus 

draw different conclusions about the optimal 

leader behavior. Finally, people are likely to 

react differently to a leader’s actions depend- 

ing on how their own self-interest is affected. 

Subordinates’ responses, in particular, are 

likely to be colored by their own stake in the 

leader’s behavior. 

TESTING THE THEORIES 

To better understand these issues, we did a se- 

ries of studies focusing on subordinate per- 

ceptions of managerial behavior. The prin- 

cipal question we wanted to answer was: 

How do people respond to leader behavior 

both when that behavior matches and when 

it doesn’t match the prescriptions of situa- 

tional leadership theories? We tested the 

prescriptions of three specific theories: (1) 

Paul G. Hersey and Kenneth H. Blanchard’s 

situational leadership model, (2) Robert J. 

House’s path-goal theory, and (3) Victor H. 

Vroom and Phillip W. Yetton’s leadership 

decision-making model. 

In each investigation, our fun- 

damental approach was the same. Individuals 

drawn from widely diverse groups of work- 

ing adults read a scenario describing an or- 

ganizational problem facing “their” manager. 

Then they read what course of action the 

manager chose to take. Half of the time the 



manager’s action matched the theory‘s 

prescriptions, and half of the time it did not. 

Participants were asked to evaluate the man- 

ager, the manager’s actions, and their likely 

consequences for the organization. Exhibit 2 

shows how we matched and mismatched be- 

haviors to theories. If a theory is correct, then 

a match between reported and prescribed be- 

havior should produce more positive evalua- 

tions than does a mismatch. That is the 

prediction; now let’s take a brief look at what 

actually occurred and then consider the im- 

plications for management practice. 

Hersey and Blanchard’s Situational 

Leadenhip Theory 

Two kinds of managerial behavior concern 

Hersey and Blanchard. The first, task be- 

havior, includes the degree to which a man- 

ager defines and organizes subordinate work 

activity by explaining what to do -as well as 

when, where, and how to do it. Relationship 

behavior, the second of their concerns, is the 

degree to which managers maintain a per- 

sonal relationship with their subordinates by 

developing two-way channels of communica- 

tion and providing socioemotional support. 

Managers are described as showing 

either high or low task behavior and high or 

low relationship behavior, yielding four pos- 

sible combinations: high task, high relation- 

ship; high task, low relationship; low task, 

high relationship; low task, low relationship. 

The model advises managers to select and act 

on one of the four combinations and to base 

their choice on subordinates’ task-related 

maturity. Essentially, mature subordinates 

are said to possess the capacity to do a job, 

the willingness to do it, and some appropriate 

educational experience. 

In dealing with the most immature 

subordinates, labeled Mls, managers are told 

by Hersey and Blanchard to emphasize task, 

not relationship behavior. Subordinates who 
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are moderate in maturity, called M2s and 

M3s in ascending order of maturity, should 

receive high relationship behavior and either 

moderate task behavior for the M2s, or low 

task behavior for the M3s. Finally, we are 

told that mature subordinates, M4s, perform 

best when managers provide low task and 

low relationship behavior. 59 



How REPORTED AND PRESCRIBED BEHAVIORS 

WERE MATCHED 

Prescribed Behavior 

According to 

Situational Theory 

Behavior A Behavior B 

Reported 
Managerial 
Behavior 

Behavior A’ 

Behavior B’ 

How do subordinates respond to 

managers who follow these prescriptions? 

Not too well. For our experiment, we studied 

the responses from 150 men and women em- 

ployed in a large communications company 

who had worked an average of 15 years. They 

read descriptions of organizational situations 

calling for one of the four combinations of 

task and relationship behavior. In their origi- 

nal form, these descriptions of organizational 

situations, containing information about both 

an organizational problem and the maturity 

of subordinates, were prepared by Hersey 

and Blanchard as part of their LEAD instru- 

ment, a test that they developed for assessing 

leadership effectiveness. Paired with each of 

these descriptions was a statement describing 

what the manager in charge did. Sometimes 

the manager’s behavior matched the prescrip- 

tion, sometimes it did not. What did these 

working men and women say about the man- 

agerial behavior that they observed? Their 

answers did not quite support the situational 

leadership model. 

was not viewed any more favorably than the 

competence of leaders who did not behave as 

the theory prescribed. Nor did these working 

men and women expect the organizational 

outcome to be better when a leader followed 

the theory’s prescriptions. Generally, people 

viewed high relationship leader behavior as 

more organizationally beneficial than low 

relationship behavior, regardless of prescrip- 

tion. Therefore, we did not find evidence to 

support the idea that following the situa- 

tional leadership model enhances the percep- 

tion of leader effectiveness. 

House’s Path-Goal Theory 

This theory is concerned with subordinate 

motivation and satisfaction. The theory’s ba- 

sic claim is that leaders motivate subordinates 

by supplementing the psychological diet be- 

ing provided to them by their organization or 

work group. Four different kinds of leader be- 

haviors are identified as possible supple- 

ments: 

The competence of leaders who be- 1. Directive (instrumental) leadership: plan- 

60 haved according to the theory’s prescriptions ning and organizing subordinates‘ work. 



2. Supportive leadership: showing con- 

cern for subordinate needs and well-being in- 

cluding work group climate. 

3. Participative leadership: involving sub- 

ordinates in decision making. 

4. Achievement-oriented leadership: em- 

phasizing subordinate attainment of high 

standards and exhibiting confidence that they 

will be successfully accomplished. 

The choice of an appropriate leader- 

ship behavior from among the four alterna- 

tives is determined by two situational factors: 

the nature of subordinates (their needs and 

values) and the nature of the task, especially 

its structure and clarity. Path-goal theory’s 

clearest advice concerns the choice between 

directive and supportive leadership behavior, 

and it was subordinate reaction to these two 

behaviors that we studied. 

By reducing ambiguity, directive 

leadership is said to be accepted and success- 

ful when a task is unstructured, suffering 

from a lack of formal routine, and when 

subordinates are inexperienced. Supportive 

leadership, by contrast, is thought to be ac- 

cepted and successful when subordinates con- 

front structured tasks which are routine and 

unpleasant. A positive outcome is thought to 

occur because supportive leadership in- 

creases intrinsic, psychological reward. 

To examine this theory, we had 162 

working men and women read descriptions 

of work situations for which path-goal theory 

would prescribe either directive or supportive 

managerial behavior. Then, imagining that 

they were the subordinates, evaluators were 

told how their manager behaved. Sometimes 

their manager’s behavior was a match for the 

theory’s prescription, sometimes it was not. 

Were managers whose behavior 

matched the prescriptions evaluated more fa- 

vorably than those whose behavior did not? 

The study showed that this was not the case. 

Situationally appropriate managerial be- 

havior, in terms of the theory, did not pro- 

duce a response that was any different than 
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situationally inappropriate managerial be- 

havior. The 162 evaluators were very clear 

and simple in their views: Regardless of 

whether their behavior matched theoretical 

prescriptions, supportive managers were seen 

as more likable and more competent than 

directive managers. They were also thought 

to produce more satisfaction and better per- 

formance. Task structure had little bearing on 

these views, as did the reported nature of 

subordinates. There was no evidence to sup- 

port the idea that acting in accordance with 

the situationally contingent leadership pre- 61 
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scriptions of path-goal theory improves one’s 

image as an effective leader. 

Vroom and Yetton’s Leadership 

Decision-Making Model 

Subordinate involvement in decision making 

is the major concern of this model. To decide 

on the optimal degree of subordinate involve- 

ment, managers facing an organizational 

problem are told to answer seven questions: 

1. Does the problem possess a quality re- 

quirement? 

2. Do I have sufficient information to 

make a high-quality decision? 

3. Is the problem structured? 

4. Is acceptance of the decision by subor- 

dinates important for effective implemen- 

tation? 

5. If I were to make the decision by myself, 

am I reasonably certain that it would be ac- 

cepted by my subordinates? 

6. Do subordinates share the organiza- 

tional goals to be attained in solving this 

problem? 

7. Is conflict among subordinates likely in 

preferred solutions? 

The combination of yes and no an- 

swers to these questions guides a manager 

through a decision tree that Vroom and Yet- 

ton have constructed on the basis of their in- 

terpretation of a portion of the leadership re- 

search literature. At the end of the tree’s 

different branches, there are prescriptions 

for managerial decision-making behaviors. 

These prescriptions range from autocratic 

(the manager solves the problem alone, using 

the information available) to participative 

(the manager holds problem-solving meet- 

ings with subordinates to generate ideas, 

evaluate them, and reach a solution). 

From a pool of standard descrip- 

tions of organizational problems developed 

by Vroom and his associates, we selected two 

kinds of problem situations: one requiring 

autocratic leader behavior and precluding 

participative behavior, and another where 

the reverse was true. Seventy-two working 

men and women read these problem descrip- 

tions. A statement followed each description 

describing how the manager actually be- 

haved - either autocratically or participative- 

ly. Imagining that they were subordinates, 36 

of these men and women evaluated the deci- 

sion-making style of the manager and as- 

sessed the likely organizational consequences 

of his behavior. 

If Vroom and Yetton’s model is cor- 

rect, then these responses should be most 

positive when the manager’s actual behavior 

matched the prescription. Did it happen? Al- 

most, but not quite. Managers who behaved 

participatively when that was the prescribed 

behavior were evaluated positively and 

managers who behaved autocratically when 

they should have been participative received 

strongly disapproving evaluations. An au- 

tocratic decision-making style led evaluators 
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to take a comparatively dim view of the 

leader’s competence and have less faith in the 

organizational outcomes of the decision. Un- 

fortunately, this supporting trend did not 

continue in situations where Vroom and Yet- 

ton supposed autocratic behavior was best. 

Contrary to prescription, participative be- 

havior was evaluated as positively as the 

prescribed autocratic behavior. 

One might conclude that these data 

point to major flaws in the Vroom-Yetton 

model. However, by taking into account the 

participants’ self-interest, their reactions 

make sense. The evaluators endorsed one- 

half of the theory but not the other, and the 

half that they endorsed was the one that 

served their interests. It is perfectly under- 

standable that subordinates prefer participa- 

tive managerial behavior in all instances since 

their own priorities are well-served by the op- 

portunity to influence organizational deci- 

sion making. This outcome is consistent with 

subordinates’ preference for supportive 

rather than directive leaders in the path-goal 

study and for high relationship rather than 

low relationship behavior in the situational 

leadership study. This pattern suggests that 

assessments of effectiveness may depend not 

only on how the leader behaves, but on who 

the assessor is. 

To check out that possibility, we 

had the remaining 36 participants read the 

same material and evaluate the managers’ be- 

haviors, but this time they were to imagine 

they were the manager’s boss. For the first 

time, the data fully supported the theory. In 

assessing the manager’s competence, the ef- 

fectiveness of decision making, and the likely 

organizational outcomes, these “bosses” gave 

positive evaluations to both autocratic and 

participative managerial behavior when the 

behavior matched Vroom and Yetton’s pre- 

scriptions. They rated the behavior nega- 

tively when it didn’t match the prescription. 

The relationship between the evaluator and 

the leader appears to be a critical factor in the 

assessment of the leader’s effectiveness. 

MANAGERIAL IMPLICATIONS 

From the subordinate perspective, managers 

who engage in situational leadership be- 63 
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havior, as prescribed by three of the most 

popular contingent leadership theories, can 

expect only modest reputational benefit. In- 

deed, if a manager wants to be viewed posi- 

tively by subordinates, then he or she is best 

advised to behave participatively, suppor- 

tively, and/or with a concern for relation- 

ships over task. 

On the surface, this conclusion sup- 

ports Blake and Mouton’s recent argument 

that there is one best way to lead and that 

“situationalism” is wrong. Such a conclusion 

may be warranted, but it is probably prema- 

ture. Participative, supportive, relationship- 

oriented, and perhaps Blake and Mouton’s 9,9 

managerial behavior may all be subjectively 

preferred by subordinates without objective- 

ly enhancing worker performance. Subordi- 

nate self-interest may be a strong determiner 

of preference in managerial style (an attitudi- 

nal issue), but it does not ensure superior 

work (a behavioral issue). 

Managers who are concerned about 

these issues face an additional dilemma. Be- 

fore acting, they have to decide whom they 

want to impress and in what way. The data 

that we presented in connection with the 

Vroom and Yetton model make it clear that 

managers cannot be all things to all people. 

According to subordinates, the most effective 

leadership behavior is participative, suppor- 

tive, and relationship-oriented. Bosses, on 

the other hand, seem to prefer that the 

managers who report to them behave either 

autocratically or participatively depending 

on what is required by situational conditions 

(as determined by Vroom and Yetton’s cri- 

teria). Our findings show that managerial be- 

havior should differ substantially depending 

upon whether the manager is primarily con- 

cerned about performance evaluation by 

higher-ups or the buildup of positive regard 

and power among subordinates. 

Our focus here has been on percep- 

tions of leader effectiveness, not the actual 

behavioral consequences of leadership ac- 

tion. However, the importance of these per- 

ceptions is not to be underestimated. What, 

exactly, constitutes effective leadership is an 

open question. Some argue that leadership 

actions themselves are most critical while 

others argue that the impact of a leader’s ac- 

tion on subordinates is what determines an ef- 

fective leader. The data we have collected 

provide information relevant to the latter po- 

sition and lend insight into the types of im- 

pressions different leadership actions pro- 

duce. Such reputational consequences can be 

very powerful, for how a leader is regarded 

often speaks louder than his or her deeds. 
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been plentiful. C. A. Schriescheim and M. A. Von 

Glinow review an important portion of the re- 

search in their article “The Path-Goal Theory of 

Leadership: A Theoretical and Empirical Analysis” 

(Academy of Management Journal, 1977). A criti- 

cal analysis of related ideas is also contained in 

C. A. Schriescheim and S. Kerr’s “Theories and 

Measures of Leadership: A Critical Appraisal,” 

which appeared in Leadership: The Cutting Edge 

edited by J. G. Hunt and L. L. Larson (Southern 

Illinois University, 1977). 

Leadership and Decision Making (Uni- 

versity of Pittsburgh Press, 1973) by V. H. Vroom 

and l? W. Yetton provides the original, compre- 

hensive explanation of their leadership decision- 

making model. Two important empirical tests of 

the ideas are documented in “On the Validity of the 

Vroom-Yetton Model” by V. H. Vroom and A. G. 

Jago (Journal of Applied Psychology, 1978) and 

“Reactions to Prescribed Leader Behavior as a 

Function of Role Perspective” by M. E. Heilman, 

H. A. Hornstein, J. H. Cage, and J. K. Hershlag 

(]ournal of Applied Psychology, 1984). 

Finally, in “On the Development of Con- 

tingency Theories of Leadership: Some Methodo- 

logical Considerations and a Possible Alternative” 

(]ournal of Applied Psychology, 1973), A. K. Kor- 

man criticizes the inconclusiveness of contingency 

theories on both conceptual and empirical 

grounds. M. W. McCall, Jr. raises questions about 

the applied value of contingency theories in 

“Leaders and Leadership: Of Substance and 

Shadows” (Perspectives on Behavior in Organiza- 

tions, edited by J. R. Hackman, E. E. Lawler, and 

L. W. Porter, McGraw-Hill, 1977). 
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